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1.1 GAMES
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This no dought will be very popular. All sort of games can be found
from this listing. ranging from platform,shoot em up to Text adventure

_______________________________________________________________________
(==========/ CLICK ON UNPACK BUTTON TO EXTRACT DISK TO DF0: /==========)
¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯

G001 GAMES PACKS 1 UNPACK
This disk contained 9 games compilation

G002 GAMES PACKS 2 UNPACK
6 games compilation

G003 GAMES PACKS 3 UNPACK
6 more games compilation

G004 GAMES PACKS 4 UNPACK
Two super games on this disks....
ST Bash - Great SPACE INVADER clones with ST symbol.

G005 GAMES PACKS 5 UNPACK
5 Arcade Classic game include Missile Command, Invader ect

G006 GAMES PACKS 6 UNPACK
7 Games compilation include chess ect

G007 GAMES PACKS 7 UNPACK
6 Cards games compilation

G008 GAMES PACKS 8 UNPACK
Another six mega games Compilation
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G009 GAMES PACKS 9 UNPACK
7 Boards games compilation

G010 GAMES PACKS 10 UNPACK
Various games compilation

G011 GAMES PACKS 11 UNPACK
Various mix games include Monopoly ect

G012 GAMES PACKS 12 UNPACK
Various Arcade games pack

G015 GAMES PACKS 15 UNPACK
Various games compilation

G016 GAMES PACKS 16 UNPACK
Various board games compilation

G017 GAMES PACKS 17 UNPACK
More games compilation

G018 FAMILY FUN 1 UNPACK
10 various games compilation.

G019 WET BEAVER GAMES UNPACK
This is an exact copy of the very first pong game way back in 1976
even the ball are a square block, Nice intro

G020 GAMES GLORES UNPACK
This disk cointained 10 great game includes Drip (brill), Bally, Yazhee,
Tic Tac Toe, Stepz, Amoeba Othello, ect

G022 AMUSEMENTS 1 UNPACK
10 games compilation.

G023 ADVENTURE 1 UNPACK
This disks contained a couple of Text Adventure include Clossal.
the Description of the location and puzzle are very well throught
of. for Text adventure fan

G026 SUBCULTURE UNPACK
A first level of this great ful prices games demo.

G028 MAGNETICFIELDS 1 UNPACK
A four good games compilation include Rush hour, Lada 2000,Super
Sprint & more

G029 CHAINSAW DEATH UNPACK
Good Amos Mazed board games

G030 AMOS GAMES UNPACK
Good collection includes Alishoo,Match Cards,Hacker simulator and
computer fax

G031 ANTEP/SLOT CARS UNPACK
ANTEP is a roll playing game. Slot car is an old classic arcade
conversion of DEATH ChASE.

G032 TILES TRIALS UNPACK
Excellent Amos puzzle games.

G033 MASTER RACER UNPACK
AMOS Quiz/strategy games good for used in education
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G034 PAIR CRAZY UNPACK
Great AMOS Monery games.

G035 D-REZ 4.7 UNPACK
Very good AMOS 2 player light cycle games similar to TRON.(1MB)

G036 CROSSFIRE UNPACK
Another Great Amos shoot em up(1mb).

G037 BALLONACY UNPACK
This is a very addictive game similar to the C64 BLIT where your
ballon move from left to right descent one line. All you have to
do is drop bomb to flatten the city before you can land.

G038 WOODENBALL UNPACK
AMOS Ballistic type games.(1mb)

G039 ATIC ATAC UNPACK
A very closed conversion of the classic SPECTRUM games set in a
haunted housed where you have to find the set of key to escape
avoid many type of monster on the way Dont forget to picked up
foods and weapons.

G040 BLIZZARD UNPACK
A great Horizontal shoot em up with great game play.

G041 BREAK OUT CON UNPACK
At last you can creat your own BreakOut Games with this
BREAK OUY CONSTRUCTION KITS.

G042 BIONIX UNPACK
A super arcades quality Shoot em up great sound fast action.

G044 CHINESE CHECKER UNPACK
A Popular chinese board games.

G047 CASTLE UNPACK
A very good graphic and text adventure ,the location and puzzles are
very clever thought of.also as a bonus Bally and Chess

G048 DRIP UNPACK
This super Paint type games, super graphic

G049 DYNAMITE DICKS UNPACK
An super Amos game where you have to used your limited number of
dynamite to blow up the wall to collect enough gold to exit levels

, watch out for the nasty. simply super games. (1mb)

G052 FLASCHIER UNPACK
A super puzzle games based on boulder dash with over 200‘s levels.

G053 GREY SLAYER UNPACK
A good platform collect em up/ hacke em up.

G055 HOLY GRAIL UNPACK
Another great text only adventure based the story on Monty Python.
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G059 JET-MAN UNPACK
This is an old Spectrum JETPACK conversion.you to collect parts of
vehicle (car, rocket ect) vehicle & assemble it pieces by pieces and
shoot at any aliens in your way. Addictive gameplay

G060 KINGDOM AT WAR UNPACK
Medieval strategy War games.(1mb)

G061 STARTREK (3disk) UNPACK A B C
This is an excellent startrek games. come on 3 disks with good
digi sound and graphic from the series. brief mission detailed:-
Your mission is to recover vital imforation which contain the
whole of the federation securties. This is a massive games

G064 INTACTS UNPACK
A very good solid high quality shoot em up.brillant

G065 SNAKE-PIT UNPACK
A C64 conversion. You have to control a snake around a field and
eat up all the food as your snakes eat more food it get longer
thus more diffucult to control without hit own parts of it body.
GREAT FUN.

G066 QUIZ-MASTER II UNPACK
Good beat the timer type quiz.

G070 MECH-FORCE UNPACK
A STRATEGY games very similar to BATTLE TECH. (1MB)

G071 QUIK and SILVA UNPACK
Super platform games with great sound/graphic.

G072 MARATHON MINES III UNPACK
Same quality as G050 $ GO51 except with new cave and loads new
puzzle.

G073 PARANOID UNPACK
This is a very good version of break out that even includes power
up. very similar to the ARCADES VERSION OF ARKNOID.

G076 T.A.C.L UNPACK
What a super programe design to let you writes your own TEXTS
ADVENTURE easily with this THE ADVENTURE CONSTRUCTION LANGUAGE.

G077 JEOPARDS UNPACK
combination of 2 to 8 people can play together IF you never play the
game it is about taking over as many countries as you can with your
limited armies. played on World map.

G080 XENON III UNPACK
A super vertical scoll shoot em up with load of action

G081 STAR-TREK NG UNPACK
based closed to the original startrek games but this is the new
version of STARTREK THE NEXT GENERATION different to G061.

G082 RINGS OF RON UNPACK
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An arcades/adventure games requires to solve puzzle. recover the
Ring of Ron in this 19 level with 100‘s of objects.

G083 MEGABALL UNPACK
An absolutely brillant version of ARKNOID , GOOD sound
effect

G084 YELP UNPACK
Dont be put of by the name this is a very good version of the paint
games with load of levels and nasties. great fun to play .

G085 ROGUE TROPER UNPACK
An excellent SPACE HARRIER II clones with many level super fast
graphic and massive end of levels guardian.

G086 MONOPLY UNPACK
A great computer version of the popular monoply games with up to 3
computer player. very enjoyable version

G089 TENNIS 1mb UNPACK
Very hard to star with could became frustration at first very good
when you got the hang of the control.

G091 VIKING CHILDS UNPACK
Very good hack/collection em up plat form games.(W/B)

G092 THE SIMSONS UNPACK
Vertical scoll type games writen in S.E.U.C.K.

G093 DOWNHILL CHALLENGE UNPACK
Very good sking type games .Object of the games is ski dow hill
avoid log,tree ect to get to the finished line.

G094 RETURN TO EARTH UNPACK

Space trading game similar to the full price ELITE with 100‘s
of different planet to trade from. plus some neat animation
sequence

G096 POPEYE UNPACK
Dont laugh this is a conversion of a LCD hand held popeye games with
8 good sounds track.(now you know your AMIGA is capable of emulated
anything).

G095 MARBLES SLIDES UNPACK
This is a conversion of the board strategy board games (RISK). Any
A super quality Text only adventure with good location description

G097 PLOTTING UNPACK
PLOTTING is like across between TILES, TETRIX but retained all the
games play of the two and more.

G098 MORIA UNPACK
Wow this is realy a super PD RPG your mission is to kill the
powerful monster hides in a huge dungeon with over hundred of
level.luckly you buy weappon potion,magic ect to help on your
journey.(W/B)
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G099 MAYHEM UNPACK
good exploring shoot em up set in an underground with forced-hield
and other objects.quite tricky games but provide challenge as
many cave acessible only by deactivated the force shield switch
from other caverns.

G100 WIZZY QUEST UNPACK
A truely super platform games with about 50 mined bending levels.
What you have to do is guide master to the exit by the use of
creating block to walk on or block off the monster paths.

G101 DEADLINE UNPACK
good Amos game object is very simple just collect all the keys and
other objects but avoid any thing that move includings police

G102 PIPELINES UNPACK
SUPER pipe maina clone. You have to direct the flow of water to
another part of screen using the computer random slect you picese of pipe
include straight,bend,ect,what you do dont let the water flow faster
than you lay pipes A VERY ADDICTIVE GAMES

G103 EXCALIBUR UNPACK
Very challenging horizontal scroll shoot em up with many type of
alien spaceship, lot of actions great scrolling back grounds

G104 FRANTIC FREDDIE UNPACK
A classic true C64 conversion platform games. one retaineD all the
playability just collect up all the gold and avoid the nasties .
great games

G106 DRAGONTILES UNPACK
A brillant (china challenge clones) better in every way truly
beautiful graphic ,great sound & effect very addictive games play

G107 TWINTRIX UNPACK
Very good version of the Tetrix clones(but 1 or 2 player can play
together), many level and brillant music, VERY ADDICTED.

G109 BUG BLASTER 1mb UNPACK
Weird games. you control an insect that go round blaster insect.
That why it call BugBlaster

G110 MYSTERIOUS WORLD UNPACK
collect, Hack em up arcade adventure. Good graphic

G112 CUBULUS UNPACK
SUPER PUZZLE games based on a RUBIK CUBE lay on it flat surface
.rule apply exactly like the rubik cube just get all the sames
colour on it own side. Amazing addicted

G118 MISSION X (raid 2) UNPACK
A very good vertical shoot em up with super graphic and loads of
action

G121 LAMATRON UNPACK
Rescue yor lamma in this 100 level shoot every thing to exit a
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level. this games is original released as fullprices on the C64
but it now been port over to the AMIGA retained everything. got
to be the most addictive shoot em up ever released on PD.get it

G123 LITTLE WIZARDS UNPACK
Brillant game. You control a wizard your task is to make the way
safe by blocking any gap and remove any block in the way so all
8 little wizard can get homes. Super graphic.

G124 TETTRIX UNPACK
Like Tetrix on the side but with lot of new feature includes levels
editor ect .Better than any other Textris brillant games on all
accounts. 1mb

G127 DEFENDA UNPACK
A Super DEFENDER clones with all the levels of defender. Object is
to protect your humaniod from UFO .If the Ufo capture your humanoid
then the ufo become A mutans eg.it becames faster/more powerful and
require more shoot to kill.great games very addicted.

G130 Bi PlANES UNPACK
Fly your WW II plane and try to shoot down yor oponent or computer
control planes with super graphics .great fun to play at all ages.

G133 FUZZ-BALL UNPACK
Full FIVE playables levels of this super new platform games

G136 DUELS UNPACK
A good conversion of BATTLE ZONES with digitize mountain as
background. very good player games

G137 SPECTRUM EMULATOR 1.0 UNPACK
Turn your AMIGA in to a ZX spectrum 48K come with 40 full prices
games compress on 1 disks.

G139 MERV UNPACK
this games is based very closed to the SPECTRUM games ‘SPLAT ‘

G142 SW2000 GAMES PACK UNPACK
This disk contained our own compilation of the most popular games
includes.. China challenge - great tiles type games. ShootOut - fast
shooting em up Roller - The best CENTIPEDE Clones

G145 AMOS COIN DROP UNPACK
this is the best AMOS fruit-machine simulator to date with all the
feature of the real things.

G153 SEALANCE UNPACK
Good Submerine Simulator. Great when you got used to all the
control.

G158 WASTE LAND UNPACK
Good two player futuristic shoot em up. NOW With level EDITOR.

G160 SUPER TWINTRIX UNPACK
The best Tetrix on the Amiga lot of level, superb
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G162 LSD GAME PACK UNPACK
FaX smile Good maze puzzle games H-BALL Very good ARKNOID Clone
Fuzzball preview, Video Kid preview.

G163 SKATE-TRIBE UNPACK
Very Good game. You must Skate down a slop, collect all the
money ,food ect and avoid road work, tyre ect. Good Graphic.

G165 GAMES PK 20 UNPACK
The Best collection of 21 games ever. Includes AMIGATRATION, Ombea
invader, Bally III, Chinese checker, M command, Peg puzzle, & MORE

G166 NO MAN LANDS UNPACK
Good two player shoot em up. SET IN RUIN OF FUTURE NEW YORK ?.!!

G168 TANK (1mb) UNPACK
Excellent Game. Set your gun sight to blow up your oponont tank, two
player or against the computer. Very good graphic great game play

G170 AMIGA GAME PK 1 UNPACK
Six game includes pyramid, beehive, stones age, triclop,lightcycles
and lazer strike. all written in amiga basic

G171 AMIGA GAME PK 2 UNPACK
5 Boards game collection includes reversi, yatchc othello,
backgammon (Good),and go MO-KU (VG)

G172 DUNGEONS OF DURIAN UNPACK
Very good arcade adventure game, Full graphic, animation.

G174 POWER GAMES 1 UNPACK
10 brillant game collection include drip, super- twintrix, China-
challenge, missle command ect

G175 REVENGE OF THE MUTANT CAMEL UNPACK
Jeff minter done it again. Brillant C64 Conversion control your
camel and shoot everything that move to get to next levels.

G177 PIXIE KINGDOM (2DISK) UNPACK DISKA DISKB
You are Morgin you have to save Pixie in this 17 levels expand over
2 disks. full doc included

G180 OPERATION DESERT STORM UNPACK
Vertical scoll shoot em up (very tough)

G182 GAMES PK 21 UNPACK
6 Very good games compilations. includes
Car, Othello, Skyfight, Drive IFF,Cave Runner(NOT K2/3) and wobbly

G183 GAMES pk 22 UNPACK
9 Great arcades games compacts on one disk include Defenda,
bugblaster, dictator, jumper(frogger) rollerpede ect. Get it a must.

G185 LAMMER GAMES UNPACK
Excellent games Shoot all the lamers using the mouse to exit to next
level MISS too many and it games over.(1mb)
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G187 Games pk 23 UNPACK
3 high quality gamess includes Scramble, Take em out and RAID

G190 ICE RUNNER UNPACK
Brillant platform games, Collect all the fruit to exit to the next
level watch out for the baddies. Excellent graphic and animation

G195 WHEEL OF FORTUNE UNPACK
Very good conversion of the TV QUIZ type show of the same names.

G196 METEOR UNPACK
Explore a 3D world. Created with the 3D construction kit. You must
find the key and defuse the bomb before time run out.

G197 WACKO JR IN WONDERLAND UNPACK
horizontal scroll shoot/collect TYPE GAME.

G198 DUGEON DEGEON DELVER 2disk UNPACK DISKA DISKB
A Good R.P.G STYLE graphic bit simple but addicted to play. lot of
levels and screens.
--------------------------------------------

G215 SCRUM HATERS UNPACK
similar to Jame bond game (the spy who love me) Vertical scrolling
racing shoot em up avoids/shootthe baddies.

G216 POOL UNPACK
So far this is the only know Pool game on the PD play similar the
speccy games (not very realistic but worth add to the collection).

G217 CRAZY SUE UNPACK
Brillant could be the best PD game yet Excellent graphic very smooth
animations. Similar game style to Intendo Marios brothers.

G218 LAZER-ZONE UNPACK
Very good shoot em up. Shoot all the falling alien sound simple but
excellent game play good graphics.

G220 CHOPPER (2Disk) UNPACK DISKA DISKB
Very fast shoot em up lot of levels.

G222 MEGA 21 GAMES UNPACK
Yes 21 game compacts on one disk cover all from shoots em up to
puzzel to cards game ect.

G223 SURVIVOR (1mb) UNPACK
Very good R.P.G set in a Giant space ship. You are the only survivor
you have to take back control of the star cruiser and rid all alien
life form. Good 3D graphics.

G225 ROME UNPACK
Very high quality puzzle games over 20 level. Similar to DRIP but
with ball. Very addicted. Also a bonus game Go MOKU.

G226 LEARN & ODYSEE UNPACK
Two ROLE PLAYING GAMES compilations pack on one disk I dont like
R.P.G so I cant tell you how good they are
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G228 MEGA COMPILATION 1 UNPACK
Three very high quality games pack on one disk
Blockout like Weltriz but 10 times better, Caverunner & TETRIZ III.

G230 FS GAMES PACK 27 UNPACK
Another three good games compacts on one disks.JEORPARD, MIGAMOND

G231 GAMES PACK 28 UNPACK
Super compilations include QUATTRO (tetriz clones)
China challenge (tiles), Breaker, Welltriz and Mechanoid.

G233 SEVEN-TILES UNPACK
Brillant SPEED BALL clones very high quality games play just like
SPEED BALL.

G235 DRAGON-CAVE UNPACK
This got to be the ultimated 3D puzzel game ever wrote. Amazing
3D graphic similar to the recent Doom rave.

G236 SPACE-POKER UNPACK
Very Unusal poker games. good graphics.

G237 SCRABBLE UNPACK
Very high quality board games conversion. Up to 4 player or play
with computer. well worth having.

G238 BUCK ROGER & RASTER BIKE UNPACK
Buck-roger is a very playable 3D shoot em up similar to
SPACE HARRIER II and Raster Bike is a Good TRON clones

G240 QUADRIX UNPACK
Have you play ZUES this is even better. VERY ADDICTED 4 way scroll
puzzle games.

G242 TAKE EM OUT UNPACK
Very good shoot em up similar to Operation wolf on a static screen
Brillant smooth animations added to library well recommend.

G245 CHROME UNPACK
brillant horizontal scroll shoot em up, 20 levels

G246 BATTLE CAR UNPACK
Drive your car in this 3D shoot em up. against the computer or
against another player( hook 2 AMIGA together) very fast reflect
require to win

G248 MIDNIGHT THIEFS UNPACK
Very good text adventure ganes. A must for text adventure fan.

G249 WREX UNPACK
Hey this is brillant shootem up. Proctect your cargo from alien
Better than many comercial game for gameplay and graphic. superd.

G250 POM POM GUNNER UNPACK
Remember BEACH HEAD on the C64!. this is almost the same shoot all
the plane with your anti aircraft guns.
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G252 SUPER PAC 92 UNPACK
The latest Pacman game to hit the Amiga. Improve large graphic &
the mazes is alot larger. Amust for any pacman fan

G253 DESTIN MOON BASE UNPACK
Wait almost 7 years now at last a version of classic moon lander
types games. good graphic

G254 ELECTRIC TRAIN SET UNPACK
Just like your SCALECTRIX.. built your own track with save/load
facilcty very addicted with 2 player.Brillant idea

G256 INSIDER-CLUB UNPACK
Excellent Stock-Exchange type games. Amust for brain teazer fan

G258 ALIEN NET WORK UNPACK
Another Spacing Invaders clone.

G259 CRYSTAL CAVERNS UNPACK
Super exploring games.play over a very large set of interconect cave
very good graphic same not much sound.

G260 PROPERTY MARKET UNPACK
The objects of the games is buy house ect and sell for a nice profit
but watchout for the resscesion as your house price drop.
good strategy type games.

G262 ACE MINES UNPACK
Another super BOULDER_DASH clone. 80 levels and lot of new puzzels
to solves. A must for boulder-dash fan-Commercial quality.

G263 SHAPES UNPACK
Play like a jigsaw. Complete a level by fit all the pieces together

G265 SUBCULTURE UNPACK
Brillant horizontal shoot em up play over many levels. lot of action

G266 TRUCKING A (2 disk) UNPACK DISKB DISKA
Another strategy game (help). Make money from control a fleet of
truck ect.

G268 SCUB-BUSTER UNPACK
good strategy game based on the gulf war

G269 MENTAL IMAGES Games disk 1 UNPACK
Three very good games on this disk includes.
REBOUND- Brillant ARKNOID (break out clones) editor
GRID-RUNNER -Jeft minter clones.V good C64 conversion)
INVADERS I very good horizontal shoot em up.

G270 MENTAL IMAGES Games disk 2 UNPACK
Another Three very good games on this disk includes.
SATU - Ancient oriental puzzle( simple to play but addicted)
WILLY - very good Platform games.
INVADERS II Sequences to above more shoot em up.
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G271 AVINA BLUE UNPACK
The latest in horizontal shoot em up very fast action lot of level
great games.

G272 TANK BATTLE UNPACK
Brillant 2 player tank battle game. control your tank and shoot
your partner tank. large easy to control brillant game play

G274 MR DUG UNPACK
Remember DUGGER in the arcade a few year back. Well this is a pd
version great graphic. almost capture the arcade feel. brillant

G275 FRUIT-MACHINES UNPACK
Not a very good version. I still perfer AMOS COIN DROP

G278 ARCADIA UNPACK
A super Breakout games. This version is very good unpack now
and check this out

Game galore collections is an excellent way of getting large quanity
game on 1 disk also provides excellent values for money. ←↩

UNPACK
G282 GAME GALORE 2 7 Games compilation UNPACK
G283 GAME GALORE 3 7 Games compilation UNPACK
G284 GAME GALORE 4 8 Games compilation UNPACK
G285 GAME GALORE 5 9 Games compilation UNPACK
G286 GAME GALORE 6 9 Games compilation UNPACK
G289 GAME GALORE 9 9 Games compilation UNPACK
G290 GAME GALORE 10 9 GAMES COMPILATION UNPACK
G291 GAME GALORE 11 9 GAMES COMPILATION UNPACK
G292 GAME GALORE 12 6 GAMES COMPILATION UNPACK
G293 GAME GALORE 13 6 Games compilation UNPACK
G294 GAME GALORE 14 6 games compilation UNPACK
G295 GAME GALORE 15 6 games compilation UNPACK

G300 Q-BOID UNPACK
Great game like cross between TETRIX and INVADERS. fast

G301 SPACE-BLOB UNPACK
Fast action MANIC MINER clones.

G302 BOUNTY HUNTER UNPACK
Interactive adventure with full discision making and full
animated graphic. (graphic bit crude)

G303 DIMENSION X UNPACK
2 player LIGHT CYCLE GAME clones.

G304 GRAND PRIX SIMULATOR UNPACK
excellent simulator sinilar to football manager you have to manage
to win the world champion with limited budgets. get it

G305 SQUATS REVENGE UNPACK
very good operation wolf clone

G306 BOULDERDASH (ORIGINAL) UNPACK
Brillant original boulderdash just like the C64 commercial games.
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G307 EMERALD MINES 4 UNPACK
Another commercial quality boulderdash

G308 LEMMINGOIDS UNPACK
Brillant asteroid clone but instead of asteroid you have to shoot
the lemmings. excellent game

G309 E-TYPE UNPACK
Another great multi direction asteroid clone. well worth getting

G310 NEBULAR UNPACK
Excellent 3D shoot em up

G311 SPIDER-MAN UNPACK
multi level adventure similar to manic manic except you control
spider man.

G312 GAMES PACK 28 UNPACK
another three very good games. MICROBE, QUICK MONEY and CROAKS

G313 MEGATRON UNPACK
another two player tron/light cycle but set in space

G314 LEGO-TRIS UNPACK
Good tetrix clones

G315 INTER-LOCK UNPACK
Brillant 3D puzzel games similar style to KNIGHT-LORE on the SPECCY

G316 GALACTIC UNPACK
Excellent 8 levels multi-direction scroll shoot em up.

G317 HYPER-BALL UNPACK
Another good Speed ball clones.with level editor

G320 GHOST-SHIP UNPACK
Very good 3D adventure create with the 3D CONSTURCTION KIT.
collect 12 candle and escape. many location to explore

G325 BATTLEMENT UNPACK
does any body remember SQUASIMODO THE HUNBACK on the C64 well this
is a conversion of it.

G326 MEGA GAME COLLECTIONS III UNPACK
Another three great game compilation Q bic ..like pogo on the
spectrum but 10 times better, 3Dmaze ,pod and catch em

G327 GALAGA 92 UNPACK
Another vertical shooting games similar to galaxians but with power
up token to collect

G328 HENRY IN PANIC (JETSET WILLY) UNPACK
conversion of jetset willy from 8 bit computer format
excellent maze/platform collect adventure

G329 MADONNA NUDE PUZZLES UNPACK
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great puzzle/ jigsaw type game with three level easy/ medium/hard
The games contained total of 15 picture puzzles

G330 TOP SECRET UNPACK
Brillant platform game with very cutes character similars to
Ocean Rainbow

G331 GRAVITY UNPACK
get this a must as it is a massive space exploring type game

G333 CYBER-NETIC UNPACK
Brillant and got to be the best defender clone ever release. Super
graphic.

G334 DONKEY KONG UNPACK
Great a very good donkey kong game (first of it kind on the amiga)
save your girfriend from Kong brillant

G335 CRAZY SUE II (yes II) UNPACK
Brillant platform game continues where sues left of from game (G217)
very addictive gat it a must

G336 SYSTEM 4 UNPACK
Does any body remember POGO on the C64 this is even better super
animation very addicted games.

G337 GIRL ACTIONS UNPACK
Space invader clone

G338 MANIC-MINER UNPACK
This is anexactly copy of manic miner on the Spectrum still
very playable platform games.

G339 DR MARIO UNPACK
very addicted tetriz clone but with load of new puzzle just like the
Gameboy version with colcour: brillant

G342 SUPER SKODA CHALLENGE (Plus track editor) UNPACK
UP to four player can take part in the challenge( player over four
bird eye view for each player) also as a bonus this disk come with
the track editor. Great

G343 GIGANOID UNPACK
Excellent Breakout type game.

G344 STAR-TREK UNPACK
similar to RAID II on catalogue but harder

G345 NAKAMOTO UNPACK
colour platform type game: great graphic

G350 TOTAL FIRES (RAID III) UNPACK
Very fast vertically scroll shoot em up.

G351 CAVE-RUNNER UNPACK
see boulderdash but this version is rewriten and fully compatable
with all amiga (ONLY BOULDERDASH OF IT KIND) GET A MUST)
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G352 NIRVANA UNPACK
Brillant PLAT FORM GAME very similar to the ZX SPECTRUM MANIC/MINER
AND JET SET WILLY.

G354 MINI GAME 1 UNPACK
Contained two very small game that run on workbench size about
5 x 4 inch great fun , MiniBlast- scramble clone

Crackout - Break out clone Clone
Just to fill the disk also contained 5 other games

G355 DOODY (1 or 2 player ) UNPACK
VERY IMPRESSIVE PLATFORM game with cute graphics excellent.

G356 WONDER LAND UNPACK
very cute graphic SUPERD.....

G359 WAR FARE SIMULATOR UNPACK
GOOD STRAGETY type games

G360 TOMCAT UNPACK
VERTICALLY SCROLL SHOOT EM UP (very fast)

G361 CHINA CHALENGE II UNPACK
Brillant following up to China chalenge (tile games) excellent

G362 DELUXE PACMAN UNPACK
new Pacman with feature added eg bonus like speed up once
eaten certained type of food. great change from usual pacman.

G366 BINGO CALLER UNPACK
Does any body play Bingo at home? this is the games for you BINGO
mad

G367 CARD GAMES collection (ass 27) UNPACK

collection of CARDS GAMES,VIDEO POKER, CARD SHARP, MONTANA,
BLACKJACK

G368 WIZARD-DOMAINS UNPACK
MAZE/DUGEON type game very similar to dugeon delver G178

G370 KALATRIZ UNPACK
The best and amazing addicted falling brick similar to TETRIZ
but use colour instead of shapes Get A MUST................

G372 GAME-BOY TETRIZ UNPACK
a straight conversion of the famous hand held GAME BOY TETRIZ.

G373 AIR ACE II UNPACK
Very solid and playable shoot em up similar to RAID II but better.

G375 SMASH TV (smash tv rip off) UNPACK

G380 SHOOT EM UP COLLECTION I UNPACK
Brillant collection of three grat shoot em up pack on one disk,
Go looly, Retarlator and RAID I. brillant collection
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G381 INFERNO I UNPACK
VERY SIMILAR TO DOCTOR MARIO on the game Boy

G382 TURBO THRUST UNPACK
Average 1 or 2 player race again tim through a tunnel

G384 OTHELLO UNPACK
The latest version and got to be the best yet very addicted game

G385 BILLY THE DRAGON UNPACK
dragon shoot em type similar to RAID 2 but with dragon type SPRITE

G386 MOUSE IMPOSSIBLE UNPACK
Brillant simple rule but very addicted get a must play over 30 level
(addiction is very similr to lemming get this and you won‘t regret)

G387 SINKING ISLAND (2DISK) UNPACK DISKA DISKB
VERY GOOD GRAPHIC ADVENTURE BUT BE WARN IT VERY COMPILACATED TO PLAY

G389 CASINO GAMES UNPACK
OK IF YOU LIKE CARD GAMES

G390 TETREN UNPACK
The latest tetrix clone just like the arcade version recieve a 90%
mark in AMIGA FORMAT

G392 STRIKEBALL UNPACK
Brillant bird eye view base-ball game for 2 player. must be the best
of it type yet. get it

G393 BUBBLE GHOST UNPACK
This is a GAME BOY conversion which retained all original level ect
object of the game is to blow a bubble to the exist avoid all spike,
fan ect whic will effect the way the bubble move. brill

G395 SUPER LEAGUE MANAGER UNPACK
strategy manager type game good.

G396 ESCAPE FROM JOVI III UNPACK
very good thrust type game clone

G397 AMERICAN FOOTBALL COACH UNPACK
Good American football manager.

G398 GALACTIC FOOD FIGHT UNPACK
Weird shoot em up, shoot food instead of usual alien space ship
watch out for the big burger (mother ship) at the end of each level
Silly but fun that count

G399 TRAILBLAZER UNPACK
BRILLAINT conversion of the C64 CLASSIC, Very playable the Object of
the game is control the rolling ball avoid hole ect.
get a must. also on disk are other good small games.

G400 FIGHTING WARRIOR UNPACK
THIS IS THE PD VERSION OF STREET FIGHTER II VERY LARGE AND COLOUR-
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FUL SPRITE. GET THIS WELL RECEMMEND

G401 IFF2PCS UNPACK
JIGSAW PUZZLE ok if you like this sort of game

G402 SILVER BLADE UNPACK
Quite good shoot em up similar (if not) rip off Ocean P42.

G403 CASTLE NOMIS UNPACK
Good dugeon master clone written in Amos.

G404 DOMINOES UNPACK
Finally arrived this is the best yet only Dominoes game on the Amiga.
also on the disk are Eternal Rome a compicated trading game.

G406 TOTAL WARS UNPACK
Hey this is very good strategy type game similar to chess. Object of
the game is to capture the enemy flag ship. if your battle fleet
encounter your enemy then the screen change & you go in full arcade
shoot em up to determin who win.

G407 NOVA & DOG UNPACK
two simple but addicted puzzle game.

G408 PUGGLE UNPACK
Does any body remember the Speccy game POGO. similar to Paint type

G412 GROWTH UNPACK
Destroy the center nerve system to slow down the advance growth

G416 LEGEND OF LOTHIA UNPACK
Very good at graphic adventure (similar to monkey Island) with point
& click interface.

G417 22 MIND/PUZZLE COLLECTION UNPACK
Amazing collection of 22 puzzle/maze/mind ect (not arcade)
collection definite a must in any collection.

G418 SKY FLYER UNPACK
Good vertical scroll shoot em up(Arcade)

G420 ALL ROUNDER CRICKET UNPACK
Management type of game & play the game of Cricket

G421 ROTON UNPACK
Another Asteroid clone with modern graphic

G422 SERENE III UNPACK
very similar to the commercial shoot em up ZENON. very good vertical
shoot em up set in space & alien mother ship. excellent

G424 NIGHT AT THE TOP UNPACK
Very good text only adventure. must for text adventure fan.

G425 BALDY GAME UNPACK
Platform game.
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G427 RESCUE UNPACK
EXcellent cavern scramble clone set playable over 20 large level.
it is the best of it type yet. recommend

G429 ESCAPE V2 UNPACK
Excellent graphic and playable puzzle. you must find the exit
through using transporter & colect certain object to exit. watch out
some floor tile are traps.

G430 SOCCER CARD UNPACK
Soccer management games

G431 NESTER CARD GAME UNPACK
card game fan get this. hour of fun for a quit.

G433 MASH THE POTATOE HEAD UNPACK
I think I given a clue here. mash the er Potatoe head.

G435 ROULETE UNPACK
Have you ever been to the Casino. Now your chance to play roulete.
the best thing is you dont lose real money

G436 AIRPORT UNPACK
Have you ever wish to be an AIRPORT TRAFFIC CONTROLLER well now your
chance with this Game. highly rated in amiga mag. excellent game

G437 JUMPY UNPACK
Good & simple platform game but quite hard to play. You must
collect all the bone (???) while avoid the nasty.

G438 TRAILBLAZER (2PLAYER VERSION) UNPACK
Please see G399 for discribtion. NOTE this if the a 2 player version
of G399. Game play are similar but not exactly the some. * * * * *

G440 PINBALL DREAM 2 UNPACK
This is a OFFICIALLY PINBALL DREAM II demo it simpily amazing much
better than pinball 1

G441 ETYPE 2 UNPACK
Etype 2 has to be the best asteroid clone. Play over
a very large multi direction scroll screen.

G443 OLEMPIAD DISK (2 disk) UNPACK DISK A DISK B
Winter olympic clone. Unpack this game now garenteed to give you
lot of enjoyment & a broken joystick

G445 DESCENDER GAME UNPACK
compilation come thick & fast, 3 game on here tank battle, search &
desender

G446 OBLIDOX UNPACK
EXCELLET Arcade/Puzzle type game. Amazing good puzzler game just
rearange all the colour in it own box but avoid the nasty. also dont
take too long on one level as the longer you take the more nasty
come out of it cave & after you.

G448 PARACHUTE JOUST UNPACK
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VERY playable game try to snatch the parachute from your opponent
if you fail then it bye bye.

G449 EMPIRE (2 disk) UNPACK DISK A DISK B
Excellent & trading game but require set up first eg enter your
personal detailed ect (not personal question) not recomend for
beginner.

G451 TSCH GAME UNPACK
collect & dodging game nothing special

G453 FIRE FIGHTER UNPACK
Very playable game. You have to put the fire out with your water
well worth getting

G455 CASTLE OF DOOM UNPACK
Very good graphic adventure. a must for adventure fan.

G456 DUGEON OF NADRIF UNPACK
Ideal for adventure for all who like to have a go at play R.G.P

G457 YUM YUM UNPACK
Hmmm must be Pacman. Yes it pacman clone. what more you want me to

say

G458 TECHNOTRON UNPACK
Light Cycle clone.

G460 WIBBLE WORLD GIDDY UNPACK
Brillant platform collect/jump game with very large & cutes graphic
similar to crazy sue

G462 COSMIC RACE UNPACK
Your mission you must kill the two baddie on the motorbike with
your font mount gun, watch out dont hit the tree. sound fimilary
You right it a DEATH CHASE clone base on the Speccy 48k

G463 DIPLOMACY (NEW) UNPACK
Excellent strategy trading game play over a very large scroll map of
Europe.

G464 MEGA GAMES UNPACK
Six very goods game compilation on one disk. bommberang, dominon,
shark & startrek.

G465 CHESS II UNPACK
Very good chess game probally the best so far. get it now

G467 CASH FRUIT UNPACK
Another good fruit machine simulator, Ideal for all fruitmachine

addict

G468 ATOM STRATEGY UNPACK
up to 6 player can taken part in this connect4 style games.

G470 BALL LIGHTNING UNPACK
Superd 1 or 2 player multi level platform/collect game with superd
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graphic. check this game out now

G471 GAMES & PUZZEL COMP UNPACK
Good 11 alsort of different games & puzzles.

G474 TOP OF THE LEAGUE UNPACK
another great football manager type games.

G475 INTERPID UNPACK
Strategy, shootem up with superd graphic

G478 AMOS CRICKET UNPACK
Simple cricket games

G480 BATTLE OF BRITAN UNPACK
Not quite but 2 very playable strategy base game for you to use your
grey matter

G482 CARS WAR UNPACK
This game is base on the road runner arcade ganes in 1982-83

G484 MATCH STICK MAN UNPACK
Collect match from this multi level collect/avoid type games, with
multilevel.

G486 frustration UNPACK
We rekon this is the best text only adventure yet.

G488 EXTREAM VILONCE UNPACK
Brilliant 2 player just like WASTE LAND with much improve graphic &
sound. recommend specially when having a friend around excellent

G489 ENGIMA MACHINE UNPACK
Very challenging Object of the game is to reprogram the machine to
resort the coluor drum in the correct sequence via using programable
moving platform & lever. recommend for relief stress (damm hard)

G490 MEGA BALL 2 UNPACK
This is version 2 of this highly playble ARKNOID (breakout clone)
load of new feature eg freeze, bat expand, shoot ect

G491 BOUNCE & BLAST UNPACK
Excellent platform games, Super graphic.

G492 ZOMBIES & DEFENDER UNPACK
Two brillant games ZOMBIES shoot the Zombies in this 3D fast action
games DEFENDER is a faithful copy of the classic DEFENDER in the
arcade fantatic.

G493 DIAMOND THIEFT UNPACK
Collect all the diamond in this multi level and get to the exit
but watch out for the alien who will try & kill you.

G494 MERCANERY SIMULATION UNPACK
Kill all enemey in this 3D view game you can turn & move in full 360
degrees
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G499 LIFE UNPACK
Does any body remember the LIFE simulation program that once so
popular that every micro have a version. What this program is simulate a
living cell, the cell growth, reproduce & dies depending on certain
condition EG if one cell with no neighbour it can‘t reproduce & dies
ect. very interesting.

G500 TRANSPLANT UNPACK
This is more like it a brillant shoot emup similar to E-TYPE but
much better you can have power up (you will need it) load of
alien,asteroid ect to blast. rate

THE BEST SHOOT EM UP YET AVAIL IN PD .CU

G501 KLAWZ THE KAT UNPACK
Brand new platform. collect all the pill but avoid other cat.

G502 DRAGON-FIRE UNPACK
Fantastic DRAGON BREATH clone shoot other fly dragon & ground enemy
excellent graphic & sound and it very playable too. recommend

G503 DRAGON-FIRE -Gulf war mission UNPACK
quality are sames as above but with GULF war level. recommend

G510 FISHY TALES UNPACK
Weird fish that shoot bolt of lightning ( what ever next!)

G511 HIGHWAY HELL UNPACK
SPY HUNTER Clone similar to the C64

G512 PAINT N WINES UNPACK
Cant describe it (dont know where to start) .NEXT

G513 BLASTER UNPACK
Fairly straight forward shoot em up. kill invasion aliens

G519 LABYRINTH II UNPACK
If you after a good text only adventure then get this games. if you
not a text adventure please steer clear. er GO SOUTH

G520 FATAL MISSION 2 UNPACK
Superb vertical scroll shoot em up with lot of action. RECOMMEND

G521 FRUIT SALAD UNPACK
Superd platform games, usual collecting/killing thing with lot of
sound effect. very highly rate in most Amiga magazines. totally
recommend

G522 SLIME UNPACK
Weird games, not recommend for beginner.

G523 MYSTERY 241AD UNPACK
graphic adventure using point & Click system (no animated character)
bit like a graphic adventure

G524 BOX ADVENTURE UNPACK
Very well written text only adventure, with large location, must
if you are a text adventure fan.
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G525 GRANDPRIX MANAGER 93 UNPACK
become a grandprix manager with this great manager game, very well
present & excellent graphic.

G526 MENTAL IMAGE GAMES 1 CONTAIN UNPACK
GRID RUNNER -Fast C64 version of Gridrunner
RBOUNCE -Excellent version of breakout with superd graphic
WINNING POST-VERY REALISTIC FRUIT MACHINE much better than most.

G527 MENTAL IMAGE GAMES 2. UNPACK
WINNING POST- very realistic Fruit machine
SATU - very addicted memory games

G528 MICRO MARKET UNPACK
very well present stockmarket games, buy/sell share

G529 SKID MARK UNPACK
Extreamly realistic & very playable 4 x 4 of road racing games
note: this product is shareware

G531 OPERATION FIRESTORMS UNPACK
Operation wolf clone

G534 CASTLE KUMQUAT UNPACK
Very good overhead (similar to Alien breed) puzzle with load & load
of interconnect screen/level.

G535 BLACK DAWN UNPACK

G537 ACK ACK !! UNPACK
Should keep the kid quite for 30 seconds

G538 MORIA 5.4 UNPACK
The latest version of this very popular D & D

G539 BRIDGE UNPACK
Good version of bridges

G540 ORK ATTACK UNPACK
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